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Common Themes
● Alienation - the effects of; the loneliness of; to cure it
● Ambition - getting what you want; stunted by it; thwarted
● Betrayal - the pain of; in love and friendship
● Coming of age - loss of innocence
● Courage - courage to deal with conflict; lack of; developing; conquering
● Deception - how to deceive; the results of
● Escape - from life; routine; prison; family pressures
● Death - how to escape; what happens after; consequences of
● Fear - driven by; dealing with; conquering
● Freedom - loss of ; gaining; handling; fight for
● Good vs Evil - survival of one despite the other; triumph of one over the other
● Isolation - physical and emotional



● Jealousy - trouble caused by; denial of; driven by
● Justice - the fight for; injustice; truth vs justice
● Loss - of life, innocence, love, friends, to avoid
● Loneliness - no man is an island, or hell is other people
● Love - love fades; is blind; can overcome all obstacles
● Lust - for power; for sex
● Power - the search for; the loss of; what we are willing to exchange fo
● Prejudice - racism; bigotry; snobbery; dealing with
● Security - the loss of; finding the need for; how we act when security is 

shattered
● Spirituality and god - the struggle to find faith; live without faith etc.
● Survival - man vs nature









Once Upon a Time



…. And every day



….until one day



...and because of that



...and because of that



...and because of that



...until finally



...and ever since that day



● Once upon a time...
● And every day...
● Until one day...
● And because of that...
● And because of that….
● And because of that...
● Until finally...
● And ever since that day...



Adapted to 3 minute animation
BEGINNING (Act I) 

2 - 3 events
Ends in inciting incident

MIDDLE (Act II)

3 - 5 events
Leading to Climax

END (Act III) Resolution

2 - 3 events





Remember

● You are writing for a 3 minute short animation
● You are primarily writing action (i.e. what we would see)
      Show character thought and feeling through action































Joy vs Sadness

Trust vs Disgust

Fear vs Anger

Surprise vs Anticipation

For example, “Rage” is the stronger form of “Anger” while “Annoyance” is the weaker.

EMOTION OPPOSITE INTENSE MILD

Anger fear rage annoyance
Anticipation surprise vigilance interest
Disgust trust loathing boredom
Fear anger terror apprehension
Joy sadness ecstacy serenity
Sadness joy grief pensiveness
surprise anticipation amazement distraction
Trust disgust admiration acceptance





















Advice from Pixar writers

● It’s the telling of a story that gives it appeal.
● It’s not so much what you say but how you say it
● You have to be willing to make mistakes…. Then take time to fix them
● Good writing is rewriting
● “Be wrong as fast as you can” Andrew Stanton
● Developing  a story is like an archeological dig. Pick a site where you think 

the story is buried, and keep digging to find it.
● The only failure is never trying, and success oomes to those who simply 

refuse, or are too naive, to give up


